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Introducing animal carbon-source to soil initiates biochemical and microbial processes
that lead to its decomposition and recycling, which subsequently cause successional
shifts in soil microbial community. To investigate the use of soil microbial community
to inform criminal investigation, this study was designed to mimic clandestine graves.
It compared the decomposition of stillborn piglets (Sus scrofa domesticus), as human
analogues, to oak (Quercus robur) leaf litter and soil-only controls outdoors for 720
days. Environmental and edaphic parameters were monitored and showed soil microbial
community alignment with temperature seasonality, which highlighted the importance
of this abiotic factor. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) data were used
to calculate Hill numbers and diversity indices of the bacterial 16S rRNA community
did not distinguish mammalian- from plant-based decomposition consistently during the
first or second year of the study. In contrast, the fungal 18S rRNA community allowed
clear differentiation between different treatments (beta diversity) throughout the 720-day
experiment and suggested the moment of the decomposing mammalian skin rupture.
16S rRNA-based NGS facilitated the identification of e.g., Pirellulaceae, Acidobacteria
ii1-15_order and Candidatus xiphinematobacter as Year 2 bacterial markers of gravesoil
at family, order and species taxonomic levels, respectively, and confirmed the similarity of
the calculated Hill diversity metrics with those derived from DGGE profiling. Parallel soil
elemental composition was measured by portable X-ray Fluorescence where calcium
profiles for the piglet-associated soils were distinct from those without carrion. Also, soil
calcium content and PMI correlated positively during the first year then negatively during
the second. This study is one of the first to apply a multidisciplinary approach based
on molecular and physicochemical analytical techniques to assess decomposition.
It highlights the recognised potential of using soil microbial community in forensic
investigations and provides a proof-of-concept for the application of a combined
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molecular and elemental approach to further understand the dynamics of decomposition.
In addition, it sets the scene for further research in different conditions based on Hill
numbers metrics instead of the classic ecological indices for soil necrobiome richness,
diversity and evenness.
Keywords: decomposition, Sus scrofa domesticus, microbial community succession, hill diversity indices,
clandestine grave
INTRODUCTION
Death is the beginning of a series of changes in the body
leading to its decomposition through two major processes,
autolysis and putrefaction (Shirley et al., 2011). Decomposition
involves internal changes to the body together with the
action of endogenous and exogenous organisms (Pinheiro,
2006). Researchers divided this environment-dependent process
(Cockle and Bell, 2017) into different stages (Megyesi et al.,
2005; Goff, 2009). Although these are a convenient means for
decomposition stage assessment, they are not always discernible
as their supposedly distinctive characteristics usually blend
with one another (Pinheiro, 2006; Knobel et al., 2018). Also,
decomposition rates vary significantly depending on parameters
related to: (i) the environment, such as location, atmospheric
conditions and presence of clothing (Voss et al., 2011); (ii)
exposure to exogenous organisms such as microbes, insects,
plants (Iyengar and Hadi, 2014) and scavenging animals
(Behrensmeyer, 1978); (iii) funeral care including embalming,
wrapping, type of burial and coffin (Pinheiro, 2006; Tumer et al.,
2013; Hau et al., 2014; Lauber et al., 2014); and (iv) cadaver
physical condition which includes the circumstances of death,
medical treatment, and antemortem and perimortem physical
conditions of the deceased (Sutherland et al., 2013).
Various animals such as different species of birds, reptiles,
fish, rodents, and mammals have been used for decomposition
studies as human taphonomic proxies, with swine and murine
models used the most (Ralebitso-Senior and Olakanye, 2018).
Domestic pigs (Sus scrofa domesticus), in particular, have high
anatomical, physiological, and immunological similarities with
humans (Litten-Brown et al., 2010). Also, there is similarity
between swine and human cadavers in terms of decomposition
where putrefaction progresses at approximately the same rate to
that of human bodies of comparable weight (Campobasso et al.,
2001) although their body parts surface areas to volume ratios
differ (Connor et al., 2018). Without access to donated human
bodies and relevant ethical guidelines, animal proxies remain
the best alternative to study decomposition and develop forensic
investigative tools (Ralebitso-Senior and Pyle, 2018; Williams
et al., 2019).
Microorganisms play significant roles in human
decomposition (Bisker and Ralebitso-Senior, 2018; Bishop,
2019) and heavily affect the decomposition rate; hence Lauber
et al. (2014) reported a two to three times faster decomposition
in mice placed on non-sterile soil compared to those deposited
on sterile soil. In addition, there is evidence that microorganisms
are essential to cadaver organic residue recycling although more
knowledge is required about the structure of the associated
microbial communities. Furthermore, Cobaugh et al. (2015)
reported the persistence of human-associated microbial species
in soil, which are very distinct and scarce in nature thus making
them possible biomarkers of human decomposition. Ultimately,
microbial communities associated with gravesoil have the
potential to be used as a tool to estimate time since death and
locate clandestine burials (Metcalf et al., 2013, 2016; Finley et al.,
2015a; Olakanye et al., 2015, 2017).
Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) is an
economical and reliable method used in many laboratories
around the world, with the generated data analysed further
by calculating appropriate ecological indices for richness,
diversity and evenness. To date, most published research on
characterisation of soil microbial communities for forensic
applications have used classic diversity metrics such as Shannon-
Wiener, Simpson index of concentration or those built within
software/pipeline packages (Can et al., 2014; Olakanye et al.,
2017; Olakanye and Ralebitso-Senior, 2018; Procopio et al.,
2019). However, these metrics have known shortcomings and
generate results that are not easy to interpret. In contrast, Hill
numbers (0D, 1D, 2D and Hill ratio 1D/0D) are equivalent to
algebraic transformation of most other indices, and quantify
diversity in units of modified species counts. For example, unlike
Simpson’s index of concentration, they preserve the doubling
property and extract ecological meaning from complex data
(Chao et al., 2014) allowing better interpretation of results (Chao
et al., 2010). Next generation sequencing as a high throughput
metagenome profiling technique has been applied widely in
forensic microbial ecology studies. Its application is being
improved further where processed sequencing data are analysed
using the novel high-resolution approach that targets amplicon
sequence variants (ASVs) instead of operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) (Bolyen et al., 2018), and relevant statistical analysis.
Soil analysis in forensic investigation has evolved considerably
with various inorganic and organic techniques used. While these
techniques help inform investigations, their use varies from
simple and practical analysis such as portable XRF (pXRF)
and spectrometry that could be performed in situ by crime
scene investigators, to more technical methods requiring highly
qualified staff or necessitating laboratory work (chromatography
and molecular analysis). Since it is a rapid, non-destructive,
simultaneous multi-element technique (Shand and Wendler,
2014), pXRF is readily available in forensic laboratories and
used widely for routine analysis of trace evidence and artefacts.
This makes the expansion of its use to complement microbial
community profiling of gravesoil within forensic microbial
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ecology, viable and cost-effective for forensic units. pXRF
is affected by factors such as soil moisture content and
heterogeneity hence the importance of sample preparation prior
to analysis (Ravansari and Lemke, 2018).
In order to enrich the knowledge base about carrion
decomposition with the northeast of England as an example
context, the following hypotheses were developed:
A. The subsurface decomposition of domestic piglet (S. scrofa
domesticus) as a human analogue will change the surrounding
soil microbial community composition distinctly from the
subsurface decomposition of Quercus robur (oak leaves).
B. Soil microbial community signature associated with the
decomposition of S. scrofa domesticus will persist after the
decomposition of the animal proxy.
C. The composition of soil microbial community
associated with decomposition is influenced by seasonal
weather changes.
D. Soil elemental composition is influenced by the decomposing
resource (animal vs. vegetal) and type of burial.
To test these hypotheses and explore the changes in soil
microbial community biodiversity, a 2-year study was set
to imitate clandestine graves. It consisted of in situ burials
of piglets (Sus scrofa domesticus) as human cadaver proxies
and oak (Quercus robur) leaf litter, with soil-only controls.
Key atmospheric and edaphic variables, such as temperature,
pH, humidity, and elemental composition were measured.
Portable X-Ray Fluorescence was used to analyse the elemental
composition during decomposition to illustrate the importance
of physicochemical characterisation of gravesoil to complement
microbial ecology techniques in a forensic context. The study
aimed to enrich the knowledge base on subsurface decomposition
using molecular microbial ecology methods supported by
secondary analyses and environmental monitoring. In the
long-term, this could enhance the forensic toolkit for post-
mortem/post-burial interval (PMI/PBI) estimation and location




The open air 36 m2 study ecosystem (North Yorkshire, U.K., Lat.
53.762551◦N; Long. 1.244004◦W) was a woodland characterised
by tree clusters of predominately oak (Quercus robur) and as
loamy soil composed of clay (22%), silt (32%) and sand (46%)
(Olakanye et al., 2017). It was used for forestry agriculture and
not a human taphonomic facility. Therefore, there were no
expected legacy effects as the ecosystem has, to our knowledge,
never been used for decomposition research. To mitigate for
lateral migration between pits while ensuring even spatial
distribution, the study area was divided into three sections
containing three pits each, which were dug ∼1.9 to 2.25m apart
(Supplementary Figure 1). Two sets of three pits each were used
as triplicate piglet cadaver and oak (Quercus robur) leaf litter
burials, respectively, with the remaining set used for soil-only
controls. To minimise scavenging activity by vertebrates, each
piglet was placed in a mesh wire cage prior to burial. All nine
graves were monitored at monthly intervals for the first 12
months (December 2014–December 2015; Olakanye et al., 2017)
then up to 24 months (January 2016–December 2016; current
report) for soil temperature, pH, and microbial (bacterial and
fungal) communities. Soil core samples were collected at 20–
60 cm deep from all four sides of each pit using a stainless-
steel soil corer (Eijkelkamp, Netherlands), which was cleaned
after each sampling with water and 99.9% (v/v) ethanol (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Loughbrough, UK). The samples were then
transported to the laboratory in a cold storage box containing
ice packs (ca 4◦C), and combined for each pit in 25ml sterile
universal tubes prior to storage at−20◦C.
Environmental Monitoring
Data for rainfall, UV index, sun exposure, cloud coverage,
humidity and daily atmospheric temperatures were obtained
from www.worldweatheronline.co.uk. Soil temperature was
recorded at each point of sampling using a Fisher Scientific
portable thermometer (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, U.K.)
and further expressed in Accumulated degree-days (ADD)
(Nolan et al., 2019). The ADD for each day was calculated
by adding together the average positive temperatures of each
day from the start of the experiment. Similarly, cumulative
precipitation was calculated for each day and consisted of the
rainfall (mm) accumulated between the first (01/12/2014) and
last (01/12/2016) days of the study.
The average pH of each soil sample was measured
electrochemically using a Hanna pH 213 microprocessor
(Hanna Instruments, Bedfordshire, UK). Each soil sample (10 g)
was mixed with deionised water in a 1:5 (w/v) ratio and left to
settle for 30min prior to measurement as described by Stokes
et al. (2009).
Soil Mineral Composition
Mineral composition of all soil samples was assessed by portable
X-Ray Fluorescence (pXRF) using a portable Niton XL3 950
GOLDD+ series Analyser (Niton UK Limited, Winchester,
U.K.). To quantify the content for phosphorus, potassium, iron,
calcium, magnesium and sulphur (Hopkins et al., 2000; Carter
and Tibbett, 2006; Elfstrand et al., 2007; Benninger et al., 2008),
soil samples were dried overnight at 105◦C, ground with amortar
and pestle, sieved to 2mm and homogenised. XRF cups (31mm)
were filled with ∼8 g of homogenised soil from each individual
treatment and covered with 5µm polypropylene film (Williams
et al., 2020) before scanning at 30 s low and 60 s light beam using
mining mode. Blank and standard samples were run after every
10 samples analysed. The limit of detection of pXRF used for the
standard reference materials (SRM) is: P (0.03%), S (0.01%), and
Mg (0.65%).
DNA Extraction
DNA was extracted from each soil sample (500mg) from all 2
years of the study using FastDNATM Spin Kit for SoilTM (MP
Biomedicals, U.K.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions
and stored at −20◦C until required. The concentration and
purity (A260/A280) of each DNA extract was determined by
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UV spectrophotometry (Synergy-HT microplate reader; Biotek,
Bedfordshire, UK) where a ratio of 1.8–2.0 was equivalent to high
quality and high purity DNA (Torsvik, 1980; Hart et al., 2015).
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and
Agarose Gel Electrophoresis
DNA extracts were amplified on a Primus 96 Plus thermocycler
(MWG Biotech AG, Ebersberg, Germany) using Promega 2X
Master Mix containing Taq DNA polymerase (50U ml–1), dATP
(400µM), dGTP (400µM), dCTP (400µM), dTTP (400µM),
MgCl2 (3mM), and BSA (10mg ml
−1). The V3 region of the
16S rRNA gene (location 341–534) was enzymatically amplified
in the PCR using the nested primer set GC388f (5′-CGC CCG
CCG CGC GCG GCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG GGG
GCC TAC GGG AGG CAG CAG-3′) and 530r (5′-ATT ACC
GCG GCT GCT GG-3′) according to Muyzer et al. (1993).
Fungal 18S rRNA gene was amplified using the nested primer
sets NS1f (5′- CCA GTA GTC ATA TGC TTG TC-3′) and
NS8r (5′-TCC GCA GGT TCA CCT ACG GA-3′) for the first
reaction, then NS1f and NS210-GCr (5′-CGC CCG CCG CGC
GCG GCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG GGG G GAA
TTA CCG CGG CTG CTG GC-3′) as described by White et al.
(1990). The thermal cycling conditions used were as described
by Olakanye et al. (2015). Each of the 16S rRNA and 18S
rRNA gene PCR amplicons were checked using a 1.5% (w/v)
agarose gel electrophoresis with 1X TBE buffer and SYBR Safe
(Invitrogen) staining.
Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis
Each of the bacterial 16S rRNA and fungal 18S rRNA gene
amplicons (17 µl) were mixed with 5X loading buffer (3 µl)
and electrophoresed on 10 and 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels
(acrylamide/bis-acrylamide 37.5:1) using a 35–65% and 15–40%
denaturing gradient, respectively. Electrophoresis was performed
on a DCODETM Universal Mutation Detection System (Bio-
Rad, Hertfordshire, UK) at 60◦C/110V for 16 h. The gels were
observed under UV light on an Alpha Imager HP R© (Alpha
Innotech, Braintree, UK) after SYBR Gold (Invitrogen) staining.
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS)
The DNA extracts from the first year of the in situ piglet study
were processed, analysed and reported as Olakanye et al. (2017).
The DNA extracts from both the first and second years of study
were sequenced identically on Illumina MiSeq platform by NU-
Omics (Northumbria University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK).
The preparation and sequencing of 16S rRNA gene sequence
libraries was completed according to Kozich et al. (2013). The
V4 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was targeted using the
primers 515f (5′-GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA-3′) and 806r
(5′-GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-3′) (Kozich et al., 2013;
Guo et al., 2016; Pechal et al., 2018). Year 1 samples were analysed
for operational taxonomic units (OTUs) with amplicon sequence
variants (ASVs) assessed for year 2. Therefore, comparisons for
NGS findings are made with some precaution.
Data and Statistical Analysis
pXRF readings were performed separately for each individual
replicate with Microsoft Office ExcelTM Professional Plus 2016
used subsequently to calculate the averages for each set of
triplicate readings, and plot graphs. Phoretix 1D software
(TotalLab, Newcastle, U.K.) was used to analyse DGGE images
and quantify the microbial community fingerprints (Ritz et al.,
2004; Chimutsa et al., 2015). Hill numbers (0D, 1D, 2D and
ratio 1D/0D), as measures of ecological diversity (Chao et al.,
2010, 2014), were calculated using Equations 1–4 in Microsoft
Office ExcelTM Professional Plus 2016 based on the number and
volume of the DGGE gel bands (OTU) or the NGS taxonomic
classification at species level (ASV):










i=1 pi lnpi (2)
where Pi : proportion; H’: Shannon-Wiener index.





Hill ratio (community evenness):
E1 : 0 = 1D/0D (4)
All data were evaluated by a two-way ANOVA with replication
followed by Tukey HSD and Bonferroni to explore the
interactions using IBM R© SPSS R© Statistics version 25 (IBM
Corporation, New York, USA).
For multivariate analysis, data were unit vector normalised,
mean centred, and scaled to standard deviation. These data
were then subjected to principal component analysis (PCA)
to highlight correlations between weather conditions, and
demonstrate the differences between fungal and bacterial
ecological indices against environmental parameters. Principal
co-ordinates analysis (PCoA) identified differences in bacterial
community beta-diversity in response to seasonal shifts.
The raw sequencing reads resulting from next-generation
sequencing of year 2 DNA extracts, which are the focus of
the current manuscript, were analysed using the Quantitative
Insights Into Microbial Ecology version 2 (QIIME2) software
suite version 2018.8 (Bolyen et al., 2018; Hall and Beiko,
2018; Nearing et al., 2018). Denoising and filtering of
the sequences were completed using the Divisive Amplicon
Denoising Algorithm 2 (DADA2). QIIME2 was used to calculate
diversity metrics and assign taxonomy using the classifier artefact
“gg-13-8-99-515-806-nb-classifier.qza,” trained on Greengenes
database, trimmed to the V4 hyper-variable region of the 16S
rRNA gene using the primers f515 and r806, and clustered at
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99% sequence identity. Core metrics for alpha and beta-diversity
were generated using QIIME2. Kruskal-Wallis test was used
to determine significant differences in alpha-diversity between




Key environmental parameters were monitored and/or measured
in the current study (Supplementary Figure 2) as they have
a direct impact on decomposition rate, total necrobiome and
microbial community functions/dynamics, in particular. Soil
temperatures, which were recorded at each sampling time
(Figure 1A) and expressed further in accumulated degree-
days (Figure 1B), reflected the seasonal weather fluctuations.
There was no statistically significant difference between the
control and experimental treatments (p = 0.87) based on
two-way ANOVA with replication. The average (n = 3)
pH values showed that, unlike the soils associated with
S. scrofa domesticus decomposition, control and leaf litter
samples had very similar pH trends over the 24-month
period (Figure 2), and two-way ANOVA showed significant
differences between the treatments (p = 0.04). Cumulative
precipitation was calculated at the different sampling intervals
and recorded an average range of 0 to 1,400mm over the 720
days of study (Supplementary Figure 2A). Overall, Principal
component analysis (PCA) of the recorded weather conditions
at the study site (Figure 3) showed that most of these parameters
clustered to the right axis and correlated positively at the different
sampling time points. The exceptions were snowfall and days of
snow, which correlated negatively.
DGGE-Based Profiling of Soil Necrobiome
To achieve a protracted 24-month study of microbial community
shifts in the subsurface necrobiome, soil samples from the first
year as published by Olakanye et al. (2017) were reprocessed
with new DGGE of the fungal 18S and bacterial 16S rRNA
gene profiles. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis was
used as an economical, rapid, and reliable technology that
can be accessible to laboratories globally for forensic profiling
of soil microbial communities. To facilitate direct temporal
comparisons between treatments and gels, the fungal 18S and
bacterial 16S rRNA DGGE profiles were analysed to calculate
and interpret the Hill ecological indices for taxa richness
(0D), common taxa diversity (1D), dominant taxa diversity
(2D) and evenness (1D/0D) (Supplementary Figures 3–6)
with subsequent statistical analyses
(Table 1).
Taxa Richness (0D) Diversity (1D, 2D) and Evenness
(1D/0D)
Hill number 0D is the sum of the different taxa in the
community and allows the assessment of community richness.
The profiles of the fungal 18S rRNA gene richness (0D) showed
temporal differences between the control, leaf litter and piglet soil
samples (Supplementary Figure 3A). For example, Tukey HSD
and Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed a significant decrease in
fungal community richness between day 60/ADD 258 and day
90/ADD 396. Overall, the changes in fungal richness coincided
with variations in seasonal weather with a considerable decrease
starting in late autumn (day 330/ ADD 3631) and lasting until
the end of winter 2015 (day 360/ADD 3921). Two-way ANOVA
with replication showed a significant temporal difference in
fungal community richness between the control, S. scrofa and
oak leaf litter soils (p = 0.0002) and between the S. scrofa and
oak leaf litter treatments (p = 0.01). There were no significant
differences observed between the control and experimental
samples (Table 1). In contrast to the fungal communities, there
was no significant difference in bacterial richness between
the three different soils (p = 0.179), although significant
temporal differences were recorded within each treatment
(p < 0.00).
Hill number 1D is the exponential of Shannon-Wienner index
that facilitates the estimation of the community common taxa
diversity, which decreased for the fungal communities in the
piglet and control soils on day 30/ADD 144 and in the leaf
litter treatments on day 60/ADD 258. Two-way ANOVA with
replication highlighted a significant difference in fungal common
taxa diversity (1D) between the treatments at different sampling
times (-p<0.000). Also, there was a significant difference in
common taxa diversity between the experimental treatments
(p = 0.014, Tukey HSD; p = 0.015, Bonferroni), however,
no significant differences were observed between the control
and experimental samples (Table 1). A significant difference
in bacterial common taxa diversity was detected between the
treatments at different time points during the second year of
study (p < 0.000). Subsequently, post hoc analysis with Tukey
(HSD) revealed statistical differences in the bacterial 1D on days
360, 480, 660, and 720 between leaf litter and control, and leaf
litter and piglet soils, but no difference between control and piglet
soils. In addition, there were season-based statistically significant
differences in common taxa diversity between winter 2015/day
360 and end of winter 2016/day 420, and between summer/day
600 and winter/day 720.
Hill number 2D is the reciprocal of Simpson index that allows
the evaluation of the dominant taxa diversity in a community.
Similar to fungal 1D, 2D for this clade recorded a maximum
increase in Sus scrofa soils on day 60. Two-way ANOVA with
replication indicated a significant difference in fungal dominant
taxa diversity between the treatments (p = 0.018) (Table 1).
Unlike for 0D and 1D, there was a significant difference in
2D between the control and piglet soil samples (p = 0.024,
Tukey HSD; p = 0.27, Bonferroni), however, no significant
differences were observed between the control and leaf litter, or
between piglet and leaf litter soils. Similar patterns in bacterial
dominant taxa diversity resulted generally between control and
piglet soils, which contrasted with the leaf litter treatments.
Nevertheless, significant differences were detected between the
treatments at the different time points (p = 0.0001). Specifically,
post hoc analysis with TukeyHSD showed statistical differences in
bacterial 2D on days 360, 480, 660, and 720 between leaf litter and
control, and leaf litter and piglet soils, but no difference between
control and piglet soils.
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FIGURE 1 | Atmospheric temperature (•) and UV index () at the study site (A); Accumulated degree-days (ADD) of the control (•), leaf litter (•) and S. scrofa
domesticus (•) treatments during a 720-day in situ study (B). Each data point is the mean of triplicate samples.
Community evenness (Hill ratio 1D/0D) gives an indication
of how close in number each taxon is in the community. Two-
way ANOVA with replication showed no significant difference
in fungal community evenness between the treatments at the
different time points during the second year of the study (p
= 0.68) (Table 1). However, the difference was significant for
bacterial community evenness (p < 0.00) as reflected by post hoc
Tukey HSD and Bonferroni tests which showed differences in
the 1D/0D index between days 360, 420, and 540, and then days
600 and 660. Furthermore, significant differences were revealed
between leaf litter and control, and leaf litter and piglet soils, but
not between control and piglet soils.
Generally, and in contrast to those for the fungal 18S clade, all
the DGGE-derived Hill numbers for bacterial 16S communities
showed highly similar trends between Sus scrofa domesticus
and control soils with pronounced increases and decreases
at some specific sampling points, particularly in Year 2 of
the study.
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FIGURE 2 | Average (n = 3) soil pH of the control (•), leaf litter (•) and S. scrofa domesticus (•) treatments during a 720-day in situ study. Error bars are SEM.
FIGURE 3 | PCA biplot of weather conditions correlation during the 720-day study.
Principal Component Analysis of Hill Ecological
Indices
The principal component analysis (PCA) of the weather
conditions at the site of study showed that principal component
1 (PC1) accounted for 42.98% of the variations in weather
conditions while PC2 accounted for 34.14%. Temperature and
UV index clustered strongly on PC1. Similarly, humidity, cloud
cover and rainfall clustered and correlated strongly on PC2 at
the different time points. Snowfall and days of snow correlated
negatively on PC1. Principal component analysis (PCA) of the
18S rRNA fungal gene Hill ecological indices showed close
clustering except for the Hill ratio 1D/0D (Figure 4A). Thus,
0D, 1D, and 2D for the control and experimental treatments
clustered positively on PC1. Also, PC1 accounted for 42.61%
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DGGE Sus scrofa 18S
rRNA (Fungal
community)
0D *** ** NS NS **
1D * *** NS NS *
2D * *** NS * NS




0D NS *** NS NS NS
1D *** *** *** NS ***
2D *** *** *** NS ***







0D NS NS NS NS NS
1D NS *** NS NS NS
2D NS *** NS NS NS
1D/0D NS *** NS NS NS
Significance (p < 0.05) is presented as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, NS, not significant.
of the variations in ecological indices while PC2 accounted for
14.21%. The different treatments’ ecological indices correlated
strongly and clustered together on PC1 except Hill ratio 1D/0D
(Figure 4A). Cloud coverage, rainfall and humidity clustered
positively on PC2.
The 16S rRNA bacterial gene PCA revealed a positive
clustering of the environmental factors and all four ecological
parameters for the different treatments along PC1 (Figure 4B).
Also, control and piglet ecological indices clustered positively on
PC1 and negatively on PC2, while leaf litter clustered positively
on PC1 and PC2. Principal component 1 accounted for 41.56%
of the variations while PC2 accounted for 19.21%. The diversity
indices of piglet and control samples clustered strongly and
positively on PC1, while leaf litter diversity indices clustered
positively with rainfall and humidity on PC2.
Soil Bacterial Necrobiome Metabarcoding
High-throughput next generation sequencing, with the novel
approach of targeting amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) instead
of operational taxonomic units, has facilitated high-resolution
metabarcoding of the soil necrobiome in forensic studies. The
current report focuses on the second year (from day 360/month
12 to day 720/month 24) of our in situ piglet study, although
reference is made to the results of the first year as published by
Olakanye et al. (2017). Following sequencing of the bacterial 16S
rRNA gene on an Illumina MiSeqTM platform, sequences were
denoised, reads were rarified to 4 000 and amplicon sequence
variants produced by DADA2, while taxonomy was assigned
based on GreenGenes database. Only the most predominant taxa
were plotted while unclassified ASVs were omitted.
Phylum level resolution revealed the most predominant
phyla in descending order as: Acidobacteria (19.44–35.75%),
Proteobacteria (13.16–27.59%), Actinobacteria (7.00–16.54%),
Planctomycetes (7.32–12.08%), Verucomicrobia (4.49–11.47%),
Chloroflexi (5.61–10.00%), Bacteroidetes (3.49–11.23%),
Nitrospira (0.775–2.74%), WS3_phylum (0.53–2.76%), and
Firmicutes (0.34–2.22%) (Figure 5A). Similar patterns in
Acidobacteria, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Chloroflexi
abundance were observed in piglet and leaf litter soils as
compared to controls. However, two-way ANOVA did not detect
any significant temporal differences between piglet or leaf litter
soils. At order level, two-way ANOVA with replication showed a
significant difference in abundance with time for the control and
leaf litter treatments while there was no significant difference in
piglet soils.
At family level, different members from Acidobacteria
(RB40_family and mn2424_family), Chloroflexi,
Chtoniobacteraceae (2.43–7.44%), Hyphomacrobiaceae
(1.73–4.14%), Pirellulaceae (1.79–4.11%), Chitinophagaceae
(1.12–4.61%), Gemmataceae (1.38–3.23%), Sinobacteraceae
(1.23–3.09%), Gaiellaceae (1.06–3.02%), and Cytophagaceae
(0.99–2.78%) were the most abundant (Figure 5B). Two-
way ANOVA did not show any significant differences
between the different treatment groups while there were
significant temporal differences within the respective
treatment groups, which corresponded to seasonal variation.
For example, some bacterial families showed seasonal
shifts for the control and leaf litter soils, although their
abundances correlated negatively with temperature for
piglet soils. These include Pirellulaceae, Chitinophagaceae,
Gemmataceae, Hyphomicrobiaceae, Verrumicrobiaceae,
Sinobacteraceae, and Commamonadaceae. Other families such as
[Chthoniobacteraceae], Nitrososphaeraceae, Chitinophagaceae,
Hyphomicrobiaceae, Sinobacteraceae, Commamonadaceae,
Cytophagaceae, Flavobacteriaceae, Ellin6075, Myxococcales,
Bacillaceae, and Saprospiraceae showed a strong positive
correlation between leaf litter and piglet soil samples. In
contrast, Nitrososphaeraceae, Pirellulaceae, Chitinophagaceae,
Gemmataceae, Hyphomicrobiaceae, Verrumicrobiaceae,
Sinobacteraceae, Commamonadaceae, Cytophagaceae,
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FIGURE 4 | PCA biplot of18S fungal (A) and 16S bacterial community (B) ecological indices (Hill number 0D, 1D, 2D and Hill ratio 1D/0D) of the control, leaf litter and
piglet soils.
Gaiellaceae, and Myxococcales correlated negatively between
control and piglet soil samples.
Similar trends in genera abundance were observed
between piglet and leaf litter soils from members in the
iii1-15_family, mb2424_family, Chitinophagaceae_family,
JG30-KF-CM45_order, CCU21_order, Candidatus, and
Flavobacterium. There were significant temporal and seasonal
differences in predominant genera abundances for control
and oak leaf litter samples. However, no significant temporal
differences were recorded in piglet soil using two-way ANOVA.
As with genus level analysis, some species (Figure 5C)
showed similar trends in abundance between piglet and
leaf litter soils. These included species from iii1-15_order,
RB40_family, mb2424_family, Chitinophagaceae_family,
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FIGURE 5 | Bacterial phylum-level (A), family-level (B), and species-level (C) resolution bar-plots of the control (C), leaf litter (L), and piglet (P) associated soils on days
360, 480, 600, and 720.
JG30-KF-CM45_order, CCU21_order, Candidatus, and
Flavobacterium. Species from Ellin6529_class and Candidatus
nitrosphaera had distinct trends in each of the piglet, leaf litter
and control soils while species from Verrucomicrobiaceae and
Chthoniobacteraceae family had distinct temporal trends in leaf
litter soils as compared to control and piglet soils. Species from
the Pirellulaceae, Gaiellaceae, Gemmataceae and Ellin6075 family
reported distinct trends in piglet treatments when compared
with control and leaf litter. Nonetheless, two-way ANOVA did
not detect any significant temporal (seasonal) variation in the
control and experimental treatments.
One-way ANOVA on ranks (Kruskal-Wallis H test)
based on the alpha-diversity Faith phylogenetic distances
(Supplementary Figure 7) indicated no significant differences
between the control and experimental treatments during Year 2
of the study. However, principal co-ordinates analysis (PCoA)
based on the beta-diversity Bray-Curtis distances (Figure 6A)
revealed the clustering of most samples at the end of autumn
(day 360; month 12) and during summer (day 600; month
20), which were more distanced by the end of winter (day 480;
month 16). Also, PCoA based on weighted UNIFRAC distances
(Figure 6B) indicated seasonal variation in the soils, with
clustering toward the left for winter (day 360; month 12) and end
of autumn (day 720; month 24) while most samples from spring
(day 480; month 16) and summer (day 600; month 20) clustered
in the centre.
Overall, dissimilarity test ANOSIM indicated significant
temporal (seasonal) differences in the treatments. Likewise,
PERMANOVA identified significant temporal differences while
the test of homogeneity of dispersion PERMDISP did not detect
any significant temporal differences in the treatments (Table 2),
which suggests a location but no dispersion effect.
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FIGURE 6 | Principal co-ordinates analysis (PCoA) ordination of the control (•), leaf litter () and piglet (H) soils samples based on Bray-Curtis (A) and weighted
UNIFRAC (B) distances of the observed species ASVs.
TABLE 2 | Comparison of 16S rRNA community seasonal variation using three statistical methods (p-value).
Groups ANOSIM PERMANOVA PERMDISP
Seasonal variation treatments 16S rRNA community based on weighted UNIFRAC distances 0.02 0.003 0.207
Seasonal variation treatments 16S rRNA community based on Bray Curtis distances 0.006 0.003 0.656
NGS-Based Hill Ecological Indices
Hill numbers determined from the Year 2 NGS data were
based on the numbers of species identified after assigning
taxonomy. As recorded for DGGE-based bacterial profiles
(Supplementary Figure 3B), species richness (Hill number 0D)
showed similar patterns for the control and piglet soils, which
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FIGURE 7 | Average (n = 3) taxa richness (0D, A), common taxa diversity (1D, B), dominant taxa diversity (2D, C), and evenness (1D/0D, D) for bacterial communities
of control (), leaf litter () and piglet () associated soils on days 360, 480, 600, and 720. The Hill numbers were calculated using species that were identified from
next generation sequencing. Each datum point is the mean of triplicate samples. Error bars are SEM.
contrasted the leaf litter soils (Figure 7A). Overall, two-way
ANOVA with replication showed no significant difference in
species richness between the control and experimental treatments
during the second year of the study (p = 0.36) (Table 1). This
statistical tool was applied also to the trends in Figure 7B and
indicated a significant difference in common species diversity
(1D) between the control and experimental treatments at
different time points (p < 0.03), but no significant differences
between the piglet and leaf litter treatments. Comparable patterns
in the diversity of dominant species (2D) resulted for the S. scrofa
domesticus and Quercus robur leaf litter treatments throughout
the second year of the study (Figure 7C) and contrasted the soil-
only control, but two-way ANOVA with replication indicated
no significant differences between the control and experimental
communities (p= 0.14).
Similar to the 2D trends, two-way ANOVA with replication
revealed a significant difference in bacterial species evenness
(1D/0D) between the control and experimental treatments
throughout Year 2 of study (p = 0.006) but no significant
differentiation of the piglet from leaf litter soils (p = 0.78)
(Table 1). Overall, the trendlines for the Hill ecological indices
show: (i) increasing 0D divergence from day 360 to day 720 for
the control and piglet vs. the leaf litter soils; (ii) convergence in
1Don day 600 with some divergence between control vs. both leaf
litter and piglet treatments on day 720; (iii) divergence in 2D for
experimental treatments vs. control on day 360 but convergence
for all three around day 700; and (iv) similar trends for 1D/0D
(Figure 7D).
Soil Mineral Composition
Calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), potassium (K), phosphorus (P), sulphur
(S), and magnesium (Mg) were quantified in the different soil
samples collected throughout the 2-year study to assess shifts
in soil mineral composition that could be exploited for forensic
applications (Melis et al., 2007; Aitkenhead-Peterson et al.,
2012; Stokes et al., 2013; Macdonald et al., 2014; Szelecz et al.,
2018). These were used subsequently to complement subsurface
microbial community profiling for a more holistic toolkit. All
the blank samples tested had elemental concentrations that were
below the detection limit of the equipment. Piglet soil calcium
content was marked by an overall increase during the first
year of the study from 2.4 5 ± 0.26% on day 0 to 7.4 2 ±
0.35% on day 360, followed by a decrease until day 720 (5.02
± 1.75%) (Figure 8). Leaf litter soil calcium content increased
to its highest on day 180 (7.78 ± 0.66%) and then decreased
until the end of the study, while control treatments had overall
minor increases in calcium with a peak on day 300 (6.04 ±
1.56%). The Fe, P and K contents for the different treatments had
comparable patterns throughout the 2-year study with constant
concentrations overall, except on day 240 at which Fe and
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FIGURE 8 | Average (n = 3) soil composition in calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), potassium (K), phosphorus (P), sulphur (S), and magnesium (Mg) for control (•), leaf litter (•),
and S. Scrofa domesticus (•) treatments. Each data point is the mean of triplicate samples. Error bars are SEM.
P decreased for the three treatments while K increased for
the control and S. scrofa soils. Two-way ANOVA indicated a
significant difference in calcium (Ca) composition between the
control, piglet and leaf litter soils throughout the study (p =
0.00) while no significant differences were observed between the
treatments for soil Fe, P, K, or S composition (p > 0.05). With the
exception of magnesium (p > 0.05), significant differences were
recorded for the different soil elements and between the various
sampling intervals (p < 0.00).
DISCUSSION
Previous studies have investigated decomposition in controlled
environments (Metcalf et al., 2013) and often for relatively
short periods of time. Although the approach is very useful to
explore the different parameters that influence decomposition
separately, it does not replicate or reflect the natural conditions
that would be found in forensic investigations. In contrast, the
current outdoor Sus scrofa-based decomposition study is, to our
knowledge, the longest within the forensic ecology literature. It
was set outdoor in a natural, non-controlled environment, taking
into consideration the inherently different atmospheric, edaphic
and biotic factors at the study site in order to mimic cadaver
interment in case of homicide (clandestine grave).
Atmospheric and Edaphic Conditions
Weather conditions have a significant impact on carrion
decomposition and the associated soil microbial communities.
For example, Carter et al. (2008) stated that temperature is one
of the most important factors that affect decomposition rate
as it governs biological processes. Various authors (Vass et al.,
1992; Shean et al., 1993; Megyesi et al., 2005; Stokes et al., 2009)
reported an inhibition of biochemical processes associated with
biological activity, in general, and microbial activity, specifically,
at temperatures lower than 4◦C hence delayed putrefaction rates
in cold and/or snowyweather. Also, UV radiation was reported to
reduce litter biomass considerably (Gaxiola and Armesto, 2015)
by increasing decomposition rate via photodegradation (Brandt
et al., 2007). Wang et al. (2015) suggested that UV exposure time
might increase litter biodegradability which would, consequently,
enhance carbon supply to microorganisms and thus accelerate
decomposition. The changes in fungal and bacterial richness,
diversity and evenness observed during our study reflected
seasonal temperature fluctuations with increases in the different
ecological metrics at high temperatures, which decreased when
temperatures dropped. This was reflected further by changes
in the dominances of some taxa at specific intervals of the
2-year period, and highlighted the effect of temperature on
microbial metabolism and biological reactions during subsurface
decomposition at the current study site.
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of weather conditions revealed a
positive correlation between temperature and UV index which
clustered along component 1 (Figure 3). Similarly, rainfall,
humidity and cloud coverage clustered together and correlated
positively. Overall, the recorded trends aligned with the known
and recognised relationships between parameters that clustered
together and their related roles in decomposition. For example,
rainfall which accounts for soil moisture content and partly
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impacts soil temperature, affects the structure and activity of
microbial communities and, hence, influences decomposition
(Hyde et al., 2017). Thus, seasonal changes in rainfall and
temperature coincided with the successional shifts in soil fungal
and bacterial communities. PCA of the 18S fungal ecological
indices (Figure 4A) showed high similarities in trends for
richness (0D) and, common (1D) and dominant (2D) taxa
diversity of the control and experimental treatments while
still permitting the distinction of leaf litter 0D, 1D, and 2D,
and piglet 1D and 2D from control soils. Also, the positive
clustering of temperature with the ecological indices for richness
and diversity highlighted the impact of this key environmental
parameter on soil fungal community composition and structure,
while rainfall and cloud coverage had a lesser influence on
this clade. In contrast to the fungal profiles, PCA of the 16S
bacterial community diversity indices (Figure 4B) wasmarked by
clustering of the control and piglet soils together, but separately
from leaf litter treatments, and was characterised by a distinct
bacterial community. In addition, the clustering and positive
correlation of the environmental factors—temperature, rainfall,
cloud cover, humidity—on component 1 reflected their impact
on bacterial diversity throughout the study.
The control and experimental treatments had similar pH
patterns throughout the 2-year period of study. Notwithstanding
this, pH did not correlate with temperature, the other abiotic
factors or diversity indices, except for the fungal and bacterial
Hill ratio (1D/0D) with which it had moderate-negative and
weak correlations, respectively. Analysis of clustering amongst
the ecological indices showed a strong correlation in fungal
community dynamics for the control and experimental soils for
the study duration. Bacterial Hill indices allowed the distinction
of leaf litter soils from control and piglet soils. The similarity
between controls and piglet soils was potenitally due to the
small-sized piglets (1.5 kg) which created confined cadaver
decomposition islands (CDIs). According to Carter et al. (2007),
nutrient leaching is limited both vertically and horizontally by
the cadaver size and rate of decomposition and, hence, the
soil samples collected outside the cage may not have been
impacted sufficiently by decomposition to then register temporal
differences in the fungal and bacterial communities. In addition,
the land used for the experiment was located in a woodland
ecosystem with clusters of oak trees and continuous input of
organic material to the surrounding soil which potentially led
to the recorded microbial community similarities (Olakanye
et al., 2017). Snowfall and days of snow clustered negatively on
component 1 and had a moderate negative correlation with the
different bacterial ecological indices which was then reflected by
the decrease in bacterial diversity as exemplified during spring
2015 (day 540).
Increases in bacterial diversity for the control and
experimental soils recorded during the first month of the
study were probably due to the disturbance of soil during
interment (Kim et al., 2013). This increase coincided with an
increase in piglet soil pH which remained stable until spring
(day 120). Control and leaf litter soil pH increased on day 60
(winter) and coincided with increases in bacterial richness and
common taxa diversity (1D) for the control, but decreases in
richness, common taxa and dominant taxa diversity for the leaf
litter. On day 240 (summer), bacterial community richness,
diversity and evenness dropped minimally for control soils and
considerably for piglet soils with similar decreases in community
richness and diversity also recorded on days 360 (winter) and 660
(autumn). As also reported by Finley et al. (2015b), pH changes
during decomposition lead, subsequently, to a change in the soil
microbial community composition and structure. Therefore, the
increase in Sus scrofa domesticus soil pH during the first months
is attributable to the release and accumulation of ammonia-rich
fluids in soil (Hopkins et al., 2000; Metcalf et al., 2016), while the
subsequent decrease resulted from soil microbial communities
utilisation of base cations such as K+, Na2+, or Mg2+(Carter
et al., 2008).
Overall, these findings highlight the importance of profiling
fungal and bacterial communities in conjunction with
environmental factors, and applying multivariate analyses to
understand fully their interconnectedness within decomposition.
The correlation of temperature with soil fungal community
ecological indices, and correlation of temperature and
rainfall with the bacterial community indices, demonstrate
the importance of understanding the effect of the environmental
factors on both universal microbial diversity and specific
taxonomic glades. Hence, combining the patterns of bacterial
and fungal ecological indices to climatic records could indicate
the presence of a carbon source. For example, low microbial
community diversity during warm seasons, or increased diversity
during winter, could be indicative of a recent disturbance to
soil which might be due to carrion decomposition, especially
decomposition processes that usually happen during the first few
months of interment.
Community Diversity Analysis Based on
DGGE and Hill Numbers
To date, most forensic microbiology studies have used the
Shannon-Wiener and Simpson indices to establish soil microbial
community diversity during decomposition. The current study is
the first to use Hill numbers as ecological indices in a forensic
context for further interpretation of DGGE and NGS data to
measure temporal and spatial microbial community shifts during
in situ sub-surface decomposition.
Fungal 18S rRNA Soil Community
The overall increases in fungal taxa richness recorded for all
burials on days 60/ADD 258 and 90/ADD 396 were probably due
to the introduced carbon sources, which constitutes a physical
disturbance to the indigenous soil microbial communities (Kim
et al., 2013). Also, Tukey HSD and Bonferroni post hoc
tests revealed a significant change during this period. This
trend suggests that although it was the middle to end of
winter 2015, skin rupture and nutrient release happened before
day 60/ADD258 and that the piglets were potentially at the
decay/active decay stage. The overall increases in fungal 0D were
largely sustained during the first year of the experiment and,
therefore, reflected a protracted response of this clade to the
presence of animal-based and plant-based sources of carbon
and nitrogen in the experimental soils. Generally, a significant
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difference in fungal community richness that reflected seasonal
variations resulted between the two experimental treatments of
piglets and oak leaf litter, and for the experimental and control
soils but only at specific time points during the study.
Decreases in piglet soil fungal diversity for common (1D) and
dominant (2D) taxa on day 30/ADD 144 were possibly caused by
the introduction of the mammalian surrogates which represent
a high quality nutrient resource with high water content and
a narrow C:N ratio (Carter et al., 2007), selecting for specialist
degraders. This contrasted the control and leaf litter soils where
the pronounced decrease in 1D and 2Don day 60/ADD 258 (4◦C)
weremost likely because of the lower quality carbon source (plant
litter), or absence thereof (control). Generally, two-way ANOVA
showed a significant difference in fungal community 1D and 2D
between samples from different times corresponding to seasonal
variations. Hence decreases in the diversity metrics from end
of autumn (2014) to end of winter (2015) were followed, for
example, by increases from spring until autumn particularly in
the presence of leaf litter. Next generation sequencing of the 18S
rRNA gene would have identified the specific indicator fungal
taxa and is therefore recommended for future studies.
Although total body scores were unachievable for the
subsurface burials, the generally pronounced decreases in fungal
community 1D and 2D during the second year of study
were attributed to the reduction of soil nutrients where the
added substrates were largely or completely decomposed and
mineralized. This highlights the need for further studies into
how long the microbial community signals remain traceable
within decomposition-impacted soils to still be useful for
location/identification of clandestine burials, including for cases
where remains have been moved. Post hoc Tukey HSD and
Bonferroni tests facilitated the differentiation between soils with
animal carbon source (piglet) and those without (control and leaf
litter) but not between control and leaf litter soils based on fungal
community 1D and 2D. Also, analysis of fungal community Hill
ratio (1D/0D) showed temporal changes in evenness for this
microbial clade. This was potentially a consequence of seasonal
weather variation despite there being no significant difference
between control and experimental treatments.
In summary, the 18S rRNA gene DGGE-derived richness (0D)
and common taxa diversity (1D) allowed clear differentiation
between the mammalian decomposition and that of oak leaf litter
while dominant taxa diversity (2D) permitted the distinction
between piglet and control soils, with the resolutions more
pronounced at specific intervals. Therefore, the different Hill
numbers derived from fungal community profiles can be
analysed for soils and conditions similar to our study specifically
to establish temporal subsurface decay of mammalian or plant
matter (0D, 1D) or no mammalian decomposition (2D).
Bacterial 16S rRNA Soil Community
The initial increase in 16S rRNA bacterial community richness
(0D), common taxa diversity (1D) and dominant taxa diversity
(2D) observed on day 30, concomitant with ADD 144, was due
to the physical disturbance caused by digging, carbon source
interment and high soil temperature (12◦C) at the beginning of
the study. On the other hand, the subsequent decrease in piglet
soil bacterial community 0D, 1D, and 2D at day 60/ADD 258
might be due to the influx of nutrients after the introduction
of a high quality protein resource (Carter et al., 2007), which
would decompose at a faster rate compared to leaf litter
selecting, momentarily, for fast-growing members (r-strategists)
of this clade. Lower temperatures during winter, without added
nutrients, led to the decline in taxa richness and diversity for
the control soils. Two-way ANOVA with replication highlighted
seasonal variations in the different treatments. Furthermore,
Tukey HSD and Bonferonni post hoc tests detected statistically
significant differences between the leaf litter soils when compared
to the control and S. scrofa based on 1D, 2D, and 1D/0D but
no significant differences between control and piglet treatments.
The trends were highlighted further by principal component
analysis where the piglet and control ecological metrics (0D,
1D, 2D, and 1D/0D) clustered along component 1, separately
from the leaf litter indices. As a result, bacterial ecological
analysis using Hill metrics would not afford a distinction between
mammalian gravesoils from their non-burial equivalents for this
and similar soils/sites.
Bacterial Community Profiling
The aim of this study was to compare soil microbial communities
associated with the decomposition of stillborn piglets as human
proxies and oak leaf litter in a natural setting, analyze their
successional shifts in composition and structure, and determine
their potential as tools for forensic investigation.
Soil Metabarcoding
Soil necrobiome metabarcoding that focused on the second year
of our study identified the most predominant bacterial phyla
as Acidobateria, Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, Plancomycetes,
Verrumicrobiota, Chloroflexi, Bacteroidetes, Nitrospira, and
Firmicutes. This is partly in accordance with Finley et al. (2016)
who reported Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Acidobacteria
as the most abundant phyla during terrestrial decomposition and
Damann et al. (2015) who reported predominances of Firmicutes,
Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and
Chloroflexi in decomposing human bone. Also, Acidobacteria,
Proteobacteria, and Bacteroidetes correlated positively with
temperature. Increased abundance of Acidobacteria during the
second year of study was in contrast to the findings for the
first 9 months after interment where Olakanye et al. (2017)
reported Proteobacteria as the most abundant phylum for these
burials. Therefore, phylum-level soil metabarcoding may afford
preliminary temporal resolution of a 2-year subsurface post-
burial interval in sites with similar soil, environmental and
climatic conditions as our study area.
Similar patterns in Acidobacteria, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes
and Chloroflexi abundances were observed in piglet and leaf
litter soils as compared to controls (Figure 5A). Thus, two-way
ANOVA detected significant differences in phyla abundances
between control and experimental treatments throughout the
second year of study, with no significant difference between piglet
and leaf litter soils. Similarly, no significant temporal changes in
piglet or leaf litter soils were detected while there were significant
seasonal phylum-based shifts in control soils. Singh et al. (2018)
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reported a lower abundance of Chloroflexi in soil in the presence
of human cadaver. This was not apparent in the current study,
both in Year 1 (Olakanye et al., 2017) and Year 2, as there were
no significant differences in Chloroflexi abundance between the
different treatments (p = 0.69). In particular, two-way ANOVA
with replication on the different taxa belonging to Proteobacteria
and Chloroflexi showed no significant seasonal or treatment
variations during the second year of study for the experimental
treatments (p > 0.05), although control soils showed a seasonal
variation in phyla abundance (p = 0.0001). Overall, the four
phyla that presented the same patterns in piglet and leaf litter
soils could help distinguish decomposition soils from soil-only
controls, however, they would not detect or separate animal from
plant gravesoils. Notably, the difference between controls and
experimental soils during the second year of the study suggested
some persistence of a microbial decomposition signature for a
post-burial interval of up to 24 months. Although similarities
in phylum-based succession and clock indicators between the
current Sus scrofa domesticus-based study and those using human
cadavers justify further the utility of pigs, research initiatives
that directly compare these surrogates with human cadavers
are essential. Only then can knowledge developed from swine
decomposition studies be considered for transfer and application
in criminal cases involving human remains.
Orders such as Acidobacteria iii1-15, Rhizobiales,
Actinomycetales, and Saprospirales correlated positively
with temperature and became more abundant in summer (day
600/ADD 6136). These were likely contributors to the recorded
increases in richness as reflected by both DGGE and NGS Hill
0D results at the same sampling sampling interval. In contrast,
CCU21, JG30-KF-CM45, and Ellin 6529 did not correlate with
temperature. Two-way ANOVA with replication showed a
significant difference in taxa abundance for the control and leaf
litter treatments at the different sampling times while piglet soils
recorded no significant variation with time. Methylococcales,
which were reported during months 0–9, were associated with
piglet treatments during the second year of the experiment
and had distinct successional trends from those associated with
control and leaf litter soils. This order could, therefore, be used
as an indicator of gravesoil in this experimental setting and
conditions. In a 10-month study, Finley et al. (2016) reported
a consistent abundance of Rhizobiales and Chtoniobacterales
during subsurface decomposition. This was reflected in our study
as these taxonomic orders correlated positively with temperature
and showed seasonal variation. However, they were detected in
the different treatments and, therefore, non-specific to piglet
decomposition as a human analogue.
When developing their prediction model for PMI, Belk et al.
(2018) found that phylum-level analysis permitted the most
accurate prediction than other taxonomic levels. This contrasted
the current study where phylum-level resolution, except for
dominances for Proteobacteria (Year 1) and Acidobacteria
(Year 2), provided no consistent differentiation between the
experimental treatments. Nevertheless, most studies have focused
on the use of phylum or family-level resolution (Metcalf
et al., 2013; Pechal et al., 2013, 2014), which makes their
findings potentially scale specific. According to Zhou and Bian
(2018), microbial communities profiling at higher taxonomic
resolution, of genus- or species-level, would ensure more
comprehensive data analysis and probably facilitate the discovery
of exploitable trends. Therefore, this approach was adopted in the
current study.
At family level, the most abundant taxa recorded
during the second year of the study, and hence the
most likely microbial clock indicators for long PBI, were:
RB40_family, mn2424_family, Chloroflexi, Chtoniobacteraceae,
Hyphomacrobiaceae, Pirellulaceae, Chitinophagaceae,
Gemmataceae, Sinobacteraceae, Gaiellaceae, and Cytophagaceae.
The structure and dynamics of the community at family level
were similar to ordinal and phyletic levels, with seasonal
variations throughout the second year of the study. Pirellulaceae,
Chitinophagaceae, Gemmataceae, Hyphomicrobiaceae,
Sinobacteraceae, Cytophagaceae, and Gaiellaceae correlated
differently according to season and/or type of treatment
(Figure 5B). Furthermore, Sphingomonadaceae correlated
negatively with temperature in the piglet and leaf litter
treatments and positively in control samples. Methylophilaceae
and Anaerolineaceae were reported by Olakanye et al. (2017) as
potential microbial clocks for piglet and leaf litter, respectively,
during the first year of the study. The results of the second
year showed that Methylophilaceae correlated positively with
temperature in piglet soils, however, it also correlated positively
for control, which makes it non-specific to piglet soils for
the late stages of temperature-related decomposition for the
current scenario. On the other hand, Anaerolineaceae was not
detected in any of the control or experimental treatments. Based
on two-way ANOVA, there were no significant differences
between the different treatment groups, however, there was a
significant difference in samples collected at different times,
which corresponded to seasonal variation.
Cobaugh et al. (2015) reported the persistence of microbial
signatures of decomposition for more than a year after interment
of a human cadaver, which would help detect clandestine
graves. Similarly, Olakanye et al. (2017) used piglets instead of
human cadaver and reported distinct signatures at order and
family-levels during Year 1 of the current study. In contrast,
the findings from Year 2 showed no detectable signatures of
bacterial orders or families that could be used to establish
the extent of animal decomposition in soil. This might be
attributable to differences in the mass of the decomposing
materials where an adult human cadaver would have a bigger and
more protracted impact on the gravesoil microbial community
structure and composition compared to piglets. Therefore,
future experiments should compare the soil necrobiome during
simultaneous subsurface decompositions of human cadavers and
adult pigs where the size/weight of the interred materials are as
similar as possible to establish comparison baselines and/or proof
of concept.
At genus level, similar trends in abundance between piglet
and leaf litter soils were observed in genera from iii1-
15_family, mb2424_family, Chitinophagaceae_family, JG30-KF-
CM45_order, CCU21_order, Candidatus, and Flavobacterium,
which may help discriminate decomposition soils from soil-only
controls. However, they did not permit the distinction between
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animal-based and plant-based decomposition. Notwithstanding
this, the significant temporal shifts in predominant genera
abundance of control and leaf litter showed the seasonality
in soil bacterial composition. No species-level markers were
detected specifically for piglet decompositions during the
second year of study. However, species from Sinobacteraceae
and Cytophagaceae family, JG30-KF-CM45 and CCU21 order,
Rhodoplanes spp, and Flavobacterium spp were present in
experimental soils only, while species from Pirellulaceae,
Gaiellaceae, Gemmataceae, and Ellin6075 families showed
distinct shifting patterns when comparing control and leaf
litter treatments. These species might, therefore, be targeted
as potential markers to detect gravesoil in an outdoors crime
scene with conditions similar to those of the current research
setting. For method validation, the findings need to be confirmed
in a controlled experimental setting to rule out the effects
of the variables associated with outdoor studies where several
environmental parameters are uncontrolled.
The study of alpha diversity in the different treatments was
performed using Faith phylogenetic metric and complemented
subsequently by Hill ecological indices analysis for a
comprehensive comparison with the DGGE-based results.
Supplementary Figure 7 shows the similarity in alpha-diversity
between the different treatments, especially piglet and leaf litter
soils during the second year of decomposition. Also, one-way
ANOVA on ranks (Kruskal-Wallis) did not show any significant
differences between the control and experimental treatments for
this period. This similarity might be indicative of a convergence
in soil bacterial community composition due to decreased
decomposition and/or amounts of mineralizable carbon sources
more than a year after interment, the effect of weather conditions
on soil bacterial community, and continuous input of new
carbon sources in the open-air study site.
During the second year of the experiment, the Beta-diversity
metric of Bray-Curtis distance showed the clustering of most of
the samples at the end of autumn (day 360) and during summer
(day 600), which were more distanced by the end of winter
(days 480). Similarly, weighted UNIFRAC distance reflected the
clustering of samples from spring (day 480) and summer (day
600) together, and separately from those of winter (day 360).
These findings suggest a seasonal variation in soil bacterial
community based on beta-diversity. However, there were no
significant differences in beta-diversity between the control and
experimental treatments.
In a study on human decomposition, Cobaugh et al. (2015)
reported that cadaver-related microorganisms, that are very
distinct and scarce in nature, could persist in soil and still
be detected more than a year after placement, and could
be used as biomarkers for human decomposition. Although
the results of the current in situ study did not track the
piglet-derived necrobiome or identify soil bacterial species
associated solely with the piglet treatments, some taxa reported
distinct shifts that were specific to piglet treatments and not
leaf litter or control soils. Therefore, their successional shifts,
and not their presence or absence, can be used as temporal
indicators for post-burial interval determinations for similar
study sites.
Ecological Indices of the Bacterial
Community Metabarcode
Ecological indices are used typically to facilitate spatial and
temporal comparisons between treatments, and across different
studies. These data are often analysed parallel to those derived
from next generation sequencing. In this study, we report the
first time use of Hill ecological indices analysis of NGS-derived
data specifically to complement, and directly compare with, the
metrics calculated from DGGE community profiling. The aim
was to address the limitations of each approach and test the
reliability for data extrapolation between the techniques, to then
inform a proposal that DGGE can be used instead of NGS
by forensic microbiology laboratories with limited (financial)
resources. In a similar way to Hill numbers calculated from
DGGE results, Hill numbers calculated using NGS data showed
seasonal shifts in diversity (1D and 2D) and evenness (1D/0D)
for the different treatments. Although there was no significant
difference in species richness (0D) between samples collected
at different seasons for Year 2 of the study, increases in the
abundance of some orders on day 600 suggested an alignment
between DGGE and NGS-based Hill analysis.
The current findings suggest that each taxonomic level can
give additional information such as whether it is related to
discriminating soil, finding decomposition markers, confirming
seasonality, or checking the extent/longevity of the bacterial
signature in time. NGS-based analysis of the different taxonomic
levels afforded a better insight into the dynamics of the bacterial
community, implying that NGS should not necessarily be
replaced with DGGE. Also, analysis of bacterial community
structure using the different DGGE-based Hill ecological indices
calculated for all 24 months of the study did not permit
a consistent distinction between control and experimental
treatments. Nevertheless, the similarity in bacterial trends
between piglet and leaf litter soils, and marked difference with
the control community at different taxonomic levels, suggested
some persistence of decomposition signature of both animal and
plant-based carbon sources up to 24 months. The taxonomic
resolutions from an in situ study, and their interpretations
via Hill numbers, need to be investigated under controlled
experimental settings for proof-of-concept. Furthermore, future
studies should track the necrobiome of the interred mammalian
surrogates parallel to that of the gravesoil to identify key
markers and then determine the persistence of signature
microorganisms/community after carrion decomposition.
Soil Mineral Composition
Calcium, phosphorous, potassium and magnesium are major
minerals in the human body with blood concentrations
dropping from 8.45 to 3.70mg dL−1 for calcium, and
increasing from 100.72 to 188.49 µg dL−1 for iron after
264 h of putrefaction (Costa et al., 2015), while sulphur and
iron are trace elements necessary for biochemical functions.
As a result, soil mineral composition is often included
in the suite of physicochemical analyses that are used
in criminal investigations, with considerable potential for
preliminary location of clandestine graves. In contrast to separate
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analyses, this study aimed to complement soil necrobiome
metabarcoding with analysis of key elements for an enhanced
toolkit for decomposition studies. Phosphorus, magnesium,
calcium, potassium, iron and sulphur were selected for their
importance in biological functions, nutrient recycling and
microbial activity. Sulphur represents about 0.15% of pig tissue
mass. It is found in protein-forming amino acids such as
methionine and cysteine, which are degraded by microbial-
driven decomposition to form volatile sulphur compounds that
attract necrofauna insects (Statheropoulos et al., 2011; Kasper
et al., 2012; Agapiou et al., 2015). Potassium is important for
muscles and the nervous system functioning and has been used
for the estimation of time since death based on its concentration
in the vitreous humour (Ortmann et al., 2016; Cordeiro et al.,
2019) and synovial fluid (Siddhamsetty et al., 2014). In addition,
it is present in soil and plays an important role in plant growth
and metabolism (Wang et al., 2013). Likewise, phosphorous,
magnesium and calcium are important elements for biological
functions and soil nutrients. Phosphorous concentration was
reported to change during decomposition (Benninger et al., 2008;
Stokes et al., 2009, 2013; Szelecz et al., 2018) while calcium
changes underneath bison carcasses were detectable up to 7 years
after interment (Melis et al., 2007).
In this study, the patterns for calcium content between
piglet soils, and the control and leaf litter soils, were distinct
as indicated by the trendlines (Figure 8). In addition, two-way
ANOVA identified significant differences between the different
treatments throughout the study. Calcium content increased
markedly in the piglet treatments compared with control and
leaf litter. This might have been due to the release of calcium
from the piglets as they decomposed while the minor increase in
control and leaf litter treatments calcium content was potentially
due to the continuous input of oak leaves in the woodland-
classified study site. Although still higher than at the beginning
of the study, the decrease in calcium content during the
second year might have been a result of the slower release of
calcium from the piglet remains that were at the late stages of
decomposition, and utilisation of the calcium already available
in soil. Also, unlike potassium and phosphorous, which are
mainly available in labile tissues and released during the early
stages of decomposition (Szelecz et al., 2018), calcium is released
continuously during the different stages of decomposition until
total degradation of bones (Melis et al., 2007), probably leading
to the observed statistically significant differences between the
treatments throughout the study. Piglet soil calcium content had
a moderate positive correlation with rainfall but did not correlate
with temperature.
Further correlation analysis indicated a moderate-positive
correlation in iron and potassium and a strong correlation in
sulphur trends between the control and experimental treatments,
which had overall similar trends throughout the study. In
addition, there were significant temporal changes in soil iron
content, however, there were no significant differences between
the different treatments. Phosphorus content correlated very
strongly between control and leaf litter soils while none of
these treatments correlated with piglet soil samples. Overall,
no statistically significant differences were observed when
performing two-way ANOVA, which, therefore, did not allow the
discernment of gravesoil from control and leaf litter soils.
The correlation of calcium and iron with decomposition
observed during the study is in accordance with Costa et al.
(2015) who reported a significant linear correlation of these
elements with the time of blood putrefaction. Also, Marín-
Roldan et al. (2013) reported a positive correlation of elements
such as Mg, Na and K in swine skeletal muscles with PMI
due to a variation in their concentration caused by chemical
reactions in tissues. While it was not possible to determine the
decomposition stages during the subsurface S. scrofa domesticus
(piglet) study, increases in calcium content might have coincided
with early and mid-stages of decomposition as these are expected
to happen during the first few months of interment in the
north of England (Irish et al., 2019; Procopio et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, further case studies on decomposition are needed,
especially on specific geo-climatic regions. On the other hand,
the decrease in soil calcium content during the second year
of the experiment might be attributed to the reduction in
calcium released by the cadaver and, therefore, the late/advanced
decomposition of the animal model. This was further confirmed
when exhuming the piglets after 2 years of interment, at which
point only small fragments of disarticulated bones were left
while the skin, flesh, cartilage, and most of the bone tissue were
completely decomposed. These findings highlight the potential of
using elemental analysis, particularly for calcium, to consolidate
the findings from microbial community profiling to confirm
PMI/PBI and clandestine grave location.
Throughout this study, the calculated diversity metrics of
0D, 1D and 2D correlated negatively with time while the
1D/0D evenness correlated positively with iron and potassium
concentrations, and negatively with phosphorous, sulphur
and magnesium (Data not shown). The patterns in piglet
soil potassium, phosphorous and iron concentrations were
comparable to the changes in ecological indices 0D, 1D,
and 2D during the first 5 months of the study, until day
150. Also, two-way ANOVA indicated a significant difference
between soils samples collected at different times. These
findings suggest that the changes in soil elemental and bacterial
community composition were most probably a response to
carrion decomposition.
CONCLUSIONS
The advent of culture-independent high-throughput molecular
identification technologies has revolutionised the study of the
microbial community allowing the characterisation of microbial
species up to the strain or sub-strain level. Microorganisms are
ubiquitous; they adapt to different biotopes and have predictable
successions. Also, they are transferred from the cadaver to soil
during decomposition and might be considered as physical
evidence to be used in forensic investigation (Bishop, 2019) for
gravesoil detection, PMI assessment or confirmation/exclusion
of links between persons, items and locations (Oliveira and
Amorim, 2018). Using the northeast of England for context,
this experiment was designed to enrich the knowledge based on
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carrion decomposition and test the potential of using a combined
molecular microbial ecological and elemental analysis approach
in decomposition studies to enhance gravesoil detection and/or
PMI estimation. Overall, the study’s four hypotheses were proven
and accepted.
Similar to work by other researchers who investigated
tissues that are typical of late decomposition stages, the
second year of the current in situ piglet study revealed
predominances of phyla such as Acidobacteria, Proteobacteria,
Planctomycetes, Verrumicrobia, and Chloroflexi. Generally,
phylum level analysis did not provide sufficient differentiation
between treatments during the second year of the experiment
but were partly indicative of shifts in temperature during
subsurface decomposition. These changes in correlation could
be used to distinguish soils where carrion decomposition
occurred as opposed to soil only. Other key findings were of
taxa at higher levels of resolution such as Methylococcales,
Sinobacteraceae, Candidatus, and Flavobacterium, which,
although not distinguishing mammalian from plant
decomposition, differentiated experimental soils (piglet and
oak leaf litter) from control-only soils. These are, therefore,
potential microbial clock and clandestine grave indicators
including for burials where plant material is used to cover
criminal activity.
Statistical analysis of 18S rRNA gene DGGE-derived
Hill ecological metrics allowed clear differentiation between
mammalian decomposition and that of oak leaf litter. Also,
it suggested the time at which piglet skin rupture happened
(start of active decay). On the other hand, and although
bacterial 16S rRNA community diversity analysis did not
permit the distinction between piglet and leaf litter soils, it
did delineate gravesoils from non-burial controls. For the
first time in the literature, NGS-based Hill ecological metrics
were calculated and compared to their DGGE equivalents
while bacterial signature persistence in soil was tested over a
24-month period. Analysis of the sequencing data confirmed
some similarity of the results obtained from the NGS-based
and DGGE-derived diversity metrics when considering specific
Hill numbers or decomposition/sampling intervals. Similarly,
the elemental analysis of soil samples showed that calcium
profiles of the piglet-associated soils were distinct from those
without carrion.
Overall, this study achieved its aims with several key outcomes
highlighted (Supplementary Table 1). (1) The importance of
environmental and weather conditions in decomposition is
evidenced by revealing the impact of seasonal temperature
variation on substrate decomposition and soil microbial
community composition. This includes parallel interpretation
of temperature as ADD—a measure of time and heat necessary
for biological functions instead of time only. (2) Likely bacterial
markers that could help discriminate animal-based from plant-
based decomposition are identified by NGS and provide further
emphasis of the high potential of using soil microbial community
characterisation in forensic investigation for the detection of
gravesoil and estimation of time-since-death. (3) For the first
time in forensic microbial research, we test the usefulness of Hill
numbers as ecological indices to discriminate decomposition-
impacted soils from controls. (4) Another novel contribution
is testing the applicability and relevance for a combined
approach re molecular and physicochemical soil analysis for
enhanced precision. (5) As proposed previously (Schaldach
et al., 2005; Ralebitso-Senior, 2018), we show that holistic
multi-parameter approaches such as combining bacterial and
fungal ecological indices, soil metabarcoding of the successional
microbial community, and climatic records using multivariate
analysis, have the potential to help detect gravesoil. For example,
an increased microbial diversity during winter could indicate a
disturbance to soil due to a recent carrion interment while a
low diversity during a warm season might be the consequence
of nutrient influx into soil during carrion decomposition. The
application of this complementary approach in forensic cases,
however, necessitates further case studies, preferably using
donated human remains alone and in parallel to mammalian
surrogates, and replicates/repeats for increased statistical power
in order to confirm and, subsequently, validate the findings in
different conditions.
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